
Partners dealing with AI, Robotics, 5G, IoT, Big 

Data or Mobile Application are sought for a 

project under EIC-FTI-2018-2020 Call 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:RDTR20200826001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Turkish SME is developing a project under H2020 Fast Track to Innovation: Simple, Stable, Secure High-
Performance Computing. The project aims to to handle huge IoT data with this environment and provide a 
stable and robust HPC platform for the required analysis. The SME is looking for partner/s dealing with AI, 
Robotics, 5G, IoT and Cellular IoT, Big Data and Mobil Application. 
 
 
The security objective for High-Performance Computing (HPC) is not well defined with modern 
standardizations. Moreover, HPC system hardware support is not flexible with current environments. 
Configurable hardware firmware supports not meet with COTS (Commercial off-the-shelf) devices. At this 
point, the Turkish SME proposes a fully configurable and extendible environment with HSM (hardware 
security module) support for HPC applications with security features on both host and client sides. 
Additionally, the SME offers this security feature with AI support. This project scope about a trade-off 
between performance and security with intelligence way. The security perspective of legacy systems always 
run with rule-based monitoring algorithms and thresholds trigger events. This project proposes a new attitude 
to system security for HPC environments. It considers the post-disaster effect on system users and 
components with AI-based effective protection modeling with high-speed cryptographic operation 
instruments such as HSM. HSM features are virtualizing with an additional layer and can easily multiple with 
the virtualization layer. HSM also can be customized for HPC specific operations via the virtualization layer. 
In this project, the Turkish SME will provide data-in-use, data-at-rest, and data-in-transit protection with 
runtime application self-protection approach with white-box cryptography and secure element features. They 
target dynamic threat modeling and use these models as a service to provide a dynamic system and end-
point security. The first step in the project is to focus on IoT and Cellular IoT secure communication, fast 
authentication, and fast revocation with AI-based anomaly detection and response features. It is aimed to 
handle huge IoT data with this environment and provide a stable and robust HPC platform for the required 
analysis. This project will be alive with data, and more data training will provide more security and more 
performance for the installed platform. HPC platform hardware acceleration requirement dynamically is 
provided with the HSM pool. HSM firmware and features can be configured and updated via the secure 
control layer. The HSM that offered for this project is configurable for cryptographic or other specific 
operations with firmware support. Also, pre-loaded firmware with lots of features can maintain market 
demand. 4-5 partners are sought for the proposal. The required expertise topics are Security, HPC, AI, IoT 
and, Robotics. The project is divided into several work-packages; the Turkish SME has expertise in hardware 
and software security solutions. In this project, they will extend their solutions to the IoT, Robotic, Health, and 
Automotive segment. Thus, they need an IoT or Robotic expert company to work on IoT end-points as a 
client. Also, the rule-based or threshold-based security approach is to be improved with AI support for 
anomaly detection and forecasting. Also, in this project, there will be many data to analyze AI expert 
companies should handle analysis. Besides, IoT and Robotic partners can need AI expertise for autonomous 
operations. As a platform, DecSecOps management is required for the pilot operations, and a partner can 
handle all this development and deployment site management. The case study can be a public health 
monitoring platform, and in this case study, we should provide GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) 
requirements and real-time analysis. Also, there can be robots and hand-terminals for health monitoring. 
Also, mobile devices and wearables can be integrated with this platform. The EoI Deadline is 2 October 
2020, since the call deadline is 27 October 2020. 
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